Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC

“How to Apply” Guide

Visit the SRNS web site http://www.savannahrivernuclearsolutions.com

Select 'Careers'.

Select 'Career Opportunities (BrassRing Recruiting)' to search for permanent job openings with SRNS.

Log In or Create a Profile by selecting “create one” link on the right hand side of the page. Log In with your User Name and Password to search openings (found on the left hand side of the screen).
Enter your job search criteria and click the “Search” button.

**Search openings**

Use the search criteria below to identify the career opportunity you are looking for and click Search. To select or deselect multiple items in a list, hold down the item.

---

**Job Category**
- All
- Business Services
- Engineering
- Environmental, Safety, Health & Quality

**Employment Type**
- All
- Co-op
- Family Independence Program (FIP)
- Internship

**Keyword**

This field supports Boolean operators like AND, OR and AND NOT.

**Date posted**
- All posting dates
- Include all jobs updated after [01 Jan 2010]

---

Click the “Job Abbreviation” title to view a detailed position description

---

Click the “Submit to Job” button to submit your application for each individual position

---

Job details

---

Engineer

Assume technical responsibility for one or more related phases of a program. Cooperate with other engineers scientists performing related phases of the technical work. Be cognizant of the work performed in other projects in field of technology. Accept the delegated technical responsibility for design, application, test, or the preparation of specifications for systems, materials, equipment or components. Apply technical knowledge toward the reduction of the cost and improvement of the product where possible and incorporate new ideas resulting from engineering scientific progress in the field. Prepare costs and schedule estimates on proposed projects tasks in assigned area. Prepare technical manuals, reports and procedures. Demonstrate creative ability through the medium of patent disclosures or the ingenuity exercised in solving technical problems. Demonstrate total quality attributes through development and submittal of TQ Improvement Suggestions.

---
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